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Reference

671528

Operation

For sale

Building Type

Resale

Location

Property Type

Bedrooms / Bathrooms

4 / 3

Size

400 m  Build / 18500 m  Plot

Price

1,295,000

Villa for sale in Senija

Nestled gracefully on an expansive, nearly flat plot of 18,500m² between the picturesque towns of Benissa and Senija,
stands an exceptional authentic finca that whispers tales of its 200-year history. Meticulously revitalized approximately 12
years ago, this remarkable estate retains its timeless charm while embracing modern luxury, rendering it a masterpiece in
a class of its own. Elegance finds its true meaning within the spacious and luminous interiors of this exquisite finca.
Boasting three bedrooms in the main house, each thoughtfully designed to harmonize with the property's rich heritage,
and a separate servants casita, the estate ensures a private and lavish living experience. Step outside to discover a realm
of endless leisure possibilities. A splendid summer kitchen and barbecue area invite culinary delights in the open air, while
a glistening pool beckons for refreshing swims under the sun-drenched skies. Throughout the meticulously landscaped
grounds, an array of seating areas entices, inviting residents and guests to bask in the embrace of either the radiant sun or
the soothing shade. Unrivaled privacy envelops the entire estate, offering a sanctuary where one can truly unwind. A grand
covered terrace, known as a "riu-rau," stands as a testament to the property's historic roots and provides a vast expanse
for communal dining and serene lounging. Within this haven, opulent gatherings and tranquil moments coexist
harmoniously. The heart of the home lies in its various salons, each a testament to the grandeur of a bygone era,
seamlessly blending with contemporary lifestyles. An exceptionally spacious kitchen beckons culinary creativity, while a
romantic patio captures the essence of the Mediterranean spirit. The estate further boasts ample parking space and a
double carport, catering to the needs of its discerning residents. For those with an affinity for equestrian pursuits, five
stables stand ready to accommodate beloved horses, completing the estate's diverse offerings. In summation, this
authentic finca on a generously sized plot between Benissa and Senija stands as a testament to the marriage of history
and modernity. With its meticulous renovations, captivating architecture, and an array of splendid amenities including a
summer kitchen, pool, and stables, this estate encapsulates the quintessence of luxury living within a world of its own.
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